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Abstract

In Sweden a new research project aimed at studying noise and vibration from railway traffic has 
been started. An important part of the project is controlled laboratory experiments where subjects 
are exposed to noise and vibration when sleeping. The first set of experiments (using only noise) 
have already started, and the vibration excitation is under construction. Here the focus is on the 
construction of the laboratory and the design of the experiments, but some preliminary results are 
also presented. The sound system consists of roof mounted speakers for low frequencies, and two 
speaker cabinets for the high frequency part. Train passages recorded in the field on the façade of a 
building are filtered to account for façade insulation and presented to the subjects. This enables 
many scenarios to be studied with the same setup by selecting the individual sounds and changing 
the parameters of the filter. The vibration excitation system under construction will be based on 
electro-dynamical shakers which will interact with the bed to force it to vibrate.

1. Introduction

The Swedish railway infrastructure manager Banverket is sponsoring a research project aimed at 
studying the effects of railway traffic noise and vibration. The research project is named TVANE, 
and more details about the project are published as a poster on this conference [1]. One part of the 
project is to expose subjects to both railway noise and vibrations in a laboratory environment, and 
the design philosophy behind the laboratory and exposure is described in this article and the 
accompanying scientific poster.

2. Laboratory basics

There are three identical sleeping labs that can be used simultaneously, and each lab is a room 
approximately 2.5 m wide and 3.5 m deep. The laboratories are built with no 90 degree angles and 
slit absorbers on two walls to mitigate the problem with standing waves for low frequencies. The 
furnishing is simple, one bed, a desk, one armchair and a small chest of drawers, see Fig. 1.

All three rooms are built with high demands on sound insulation, with separate frameworks for 
external and internal walls, and double doors with high sound insulation. For most experiments the 
sound will be the same in all three rooms, so that reduces the importance of high sound insulation a 
bit, but it is nevertheless important. 

A silent ventilation system is also carefully installed to allow for a low background level, around 
15 dB(A) when there is no activity in the building (night time). Such a low background level is not 
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what you would expect in a residential building, so for many experiments it will be necessary to add 
an artificial background noise if silent periods are expected in the exposure pattern. It also makes it 
important to use high quality amplifiers and cabling to avoid electric noise from the speaker system, 
since very faint noises can be heard with such a low background level. More details about the 
speaker system can be found in section 3.

Fig. 1. Photo of the sleeping lab with the bed and a small chest of drawers.

3. Sound system

3.1. Acoustical properties of the rooms

The rooms are built to resemble a home environment as much as possible, and since the rooms 
are not echo-free chambers there will be effects of standing waves and reverberation. The 
reverberation time is around 0.3 s for high frequencies, and for lower frequencies it is very difficult 
to measure since the reverberation of a typical 1/3-octave band filter is longer, but it is certainly 
very short. This is mainly due to the slit absorber, which is visible on the wall to the left of the bed 
in Fig. 1, but the absorption from the furniture also has an influence.

Even though the reverberation time is very short there is an effect of standing waves in the 
rooms. For frequencies lower than the first couple of modes there is of course little visible effect, 
but at medium frequencies (around 200 Hz), where the sound field is not yet diffuse, the effect is 
most pronounced, see Fig. 2. The approach chosen for the experiments in the TVANE project is to 
equalise the sounds presented to the subjects so that the spectrum of the coupled response of the 
room and the sound system is flat in third octave bands. Using narrowband filters is possible but 
can create audible unnatural effects (ringing). 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the variability in the sound field in the room at 1.5 m above the floor for the third octave band 
160 Hz.

3.2. Speakers and sound playback

Two speakers in two corners are used for the medium and high frequencies, and for low 
frequencies an array of ceiling mounted speakers that covers most of the ceiling is active. One 
corner speaker and the ceiling mounted speakers are visible in Fig. 3. The crossover frequency is 
around 130 Hz, and the maximum sound pressure in the room for continuous use is about 90 dB(A) 
without too much distortion. 

As mentioned before the background level of the room is at best 15 dB(A), so the dynamical 
range is 75 dB, too much for affordable systems. This manifests itself as an audible high frequency 
“hiss” if the amplifiers are set to maximum amplification. It is unlikely that an experiment will call 
for both very quiet periods and other periods with 90 dB sound level though.

The sound used during the experiments are played/generated using a computer system connected 
to a professional 8-channel soundcard. Different sounds are scheduled for different start and stop 
times, and in this way railway passages are replayed to the subjects.
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Fig. 3. Corner speaker and ceiling mounted speaker elements (black squares).

A digital mixing engine is used to apply crossover and frequency response correction filters , and 
the resulting audio streams are sent to the power amplifiers. The correction filters are 1/3 octave 
band filters that are trimmed to yield a flat frequency response in the chosen receiver positions. For 
the TVANE experiments two receiver positions were used, one 10 cm above the pillow in the bed, 
and the other corresponding to a person sitting on the bed. Using two positions and trimming the 
filter to give the optimal response in relation to both ensures that the filters are more even and not 
so extreme in a single frequency band that might correspond to a certain modal pattern.

4. Vibration system
The typical situation when dwellings are exposed to high vibration levels from railway traffic is 

when the vibrations travel through relatively soft ground such as clay, at least in Sweden. In such 
cases the transmitted frequencies may be low enough (5 – 10 Hz) to coincide with building 
resonances, and can cause relatively high velocity/acceleration levels. For harder ground types the 
transmitted frequencies are higher, and they are more efficiently damped in the structure of the 
building.

To simulate vibrations in the lab the bed will be suspended on soft damped springs, and then 
excited by an electrodynamical shaker. An alternative is to use a vibrating table under the bed, but 
these are expensive and often noisy, which interferes with the audio part of the experiments. A 
simplified sketch of the mechanical system for a single degree of freedom is given in Fig. 4. Here M
represents the mass of the bed, m the inertial mass of the shaker, e the applied voltage and C,R the 
spring compliance and the mechanical losses of the bed suspension. The force that the voice coil 
acts with on the seismic mass and on the bed is F.
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the mechanical system of the shaker and the bed for a single degree of freedom (movement in one 
direction only).

One advantage of using electrodynamical shakers is that the same system that handles the sound 
can handle the vibration signals. They can be generated by the soundcard, then simply be filtered, 
amplified and connected to the shaker.

It is important to note that the vibrations system is rather crude, it will vibrate the bed in one or 
possibly two directions only. A real bed would have six degrees of freedom for very low 
frequencies (three rotational and three translational movements possible), and it becomes even more 
complex when the bed starts to have modal vibration patterns.

So which direction is the most important? For railway traffic vibrations in Sweden the largest 
accelerations in the building floor are normally in the vertical direction for low buildings [2]. But if 
the building has more floors than one it can have a tilting motion pattern, which normally gives the 
highest accelerations in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the railway line. In other words the 
focus will be on vertical motion under the assumption that the building simulated has only one 
floor. 

6. Discussion
A first set of experiments, using sound only, were carried out in the beginning of 2007. A 

complete analysis of the outcome will be published as soon as it is finished. A total of 18 subjects 
slept five nights in the laboratory, and each night had a different sound profile with random 
ordering, apart from the first (silent) habituation-night. Before and after sleeping the subjects 
answered questionnaires. When asked to compare the sleep quality to sleeping at home between 30 
and 60 % answered that there was no difference, which indicates that the sleeping experience is at 
least  similar to sleeping at home, apart from the added noise.

The vibration system is not yet active, a number of different shakers are now being evaluated. 
The next step will be to use recorded vibration signals from train passages and see if the vibration 
levels on the bed frame can be recreated in the laboratory. It is also important to compare with 
subjective experience so that the vibrations feel realistic, and no secondary effects such as distortion 
or sound leakage spoil the system. 
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